**Grand Of Opry's Royce to crumble**

By JIM JEWELL

A second-generation member of the Opry family, Royce Hall Jr., 32, who was the son of the singer and member of the Opry for 27 years, has announced that he will be leaving the Opry after this summer. Hall's decision comes as part of a larger strategy to rejuvenate the Opry and attract new audiences. The Opry has been struggling to keep up with changing musical tastes and is facing declining ticket sales.

**UI bar UCLA concerts at Hancher stir debate**

By JOEY JONES

UI board and students are divided on whether to bring UCLA concerts to Hancher Auditorium. Some students are concerned about the cost of the concerts, while others are excited about the opportunity to see top-notch performers. The university is currently seeking ways to balance the budget and attract more dollars to the arts.

**College classes relevant?**

By JIM JEWELL

A new survey conducted by the National Center for Education Statistics found that students who take college classes that are relevant to their future careers are more likely to graduate and have better job prospects. The study, which surveyed over 50,000 students, found that students who take classes that align with their majors are more likely to complete their degree.

**Museum (AP) — The former Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping has urged the United States to help in the tense situation in the northeast Asian country and to stress the importance of a peaceful solution to the conflict.**

**Soviets, Chinese clash**

The United Nations Security Council on Wednesday approved a resolution calling on Myanmar to stop the use of force against its ethnic minority groups. The resolution, which was backed by 14 of the 15 council members, was introduced by the United States and was rejected by China, which announced that it would use its veto if the resolution was adopted. The resolution is the first to be approved by the council since 1990.

**Border conflict renewed**

A diplomatic source said on Wednesday that the conflict between China and Myanmar had worsened. The source said that the two countries had been in talks for several weeks to resolve the issue, but that no progress had been made. The source also said that the conflict was likely to escalate if the two countries could not reach an agreement soon.
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**postscripts**

Freeman

Iowa City police and campus security officials reported no new leads Sunday in the death of a University of Iowa student who was found near the Iowa River

Burl Peden, Executive Director-New River Street, was among those who attended the funeral for the student, Friday, and died at University Hospital on Thursday.

Dr. T.T. Bach, Johnson County medical examiner, attributed the 25-year-old Freeman's death to multiple skull fractures.

Eyewitness accounts of a person seen near the Iowa River on Thursday lead to the search for the student. Friends and classmates have been asked to contact Iowa City police or Campus Security.

Voting

Polls will begin this fall, today in the Iowa City Community School District's $4.65 million bond issue which will enable the school district to expand and improve facilities at City and West high schools.

The bond issue, which was carried in Tuesday's The Daily Iowan. Voters were asked to vote on two questions. One was to vote on the bond issue and to pay for the school district's business office at either 210-527-1576 or 213-527-1576.

Checks

Federal reserve sharing checks being mailed today will bring a total of $83,000 into Johnson County

This year, the cooperative will receive more than its largest portion, $25,000, with Iowa City second at $21,109.

Other towns in the county receiving some of the federal share are: 1.Lawrence, $33,000; 2. Liberty, $3,000; 3. North Liberty, $3,000; 4. Coralville, $1,500. Check presentations will be made to the school districts Thursday and Friday.

The checks cover the first six months of 1972. The federal reserve said the payments were made to 450 schools nationwide.

A map of the federal reserve district showing all the schools being financed can be obtained by writing or calling the Federal Reserve Bank in Chicago.

SDFH affiliation

A spokesperson for the local Student Democratic Forum for Homeless said they have never had any affiliation with the southwestern Iowa organization. TERRY ZENICK

Officials elected to new business group

The newly formed Master of Business Administration (MBA) students' council has elected Doug Bender, R.E. Ratzlaff, and Steve Apte as president, vice-president, and secretary, respectively.

Other officers selected to the new group include: Sharon Near, treasurer; Gary Cone, vice-secretary; Debbie Mills, publicity chair; Steve Apte, editor of the MBA News; and Steve Apte, alternate graduate student member and John Smith, alternate graduate student member.

These elections will determine the leadership for the group which was formed to promote professionalism, student activities, and student-employer relations.

A plan to promote student-employer relations includes arranging a winter career development seminar to be held during the February semester. 

U.S. and its allies strive for cooperation with Russia in '73

The West will make it clear at Helsinki that if the Soviet Union will not make concessions, negotiations will be simply a matter of a merry-go-round.

The West will also make it clear at Helsinki that if the Soviet Union does not want to see more people and new ideas and economic aid from the West, it will be branded as a "sinister" move.

One of the main contributions of the black revolutionaries is to help those students develop skills in all, and they alone are to be blamed for these failures.

One reason discussed by the black revolutionaries is that the lack of a political base, the low prestige of the black revolutionaries, and the lack of coordination and planning among the black revolutionaries, is the major contributor to the failure of the black revolutionaries.

One of the main criticisms of the black revolutionaries is that the lack of a political base is the major contributor to the failure of the black revolutionaries.

Patrick Trahunta, who helped to organize the black revolutionaries, said it was not their fault that the black revolutionaries failed. He said he was not aware of the black revolutionaries' successes.

One of the main criticisms of the black revolutionaries is that the lack of a political base is the major contributor to the failure of the black revolutionaries.

The West will make it clear at Helsinki that if the Soviet Union does not want to see more people and new ideas and economic aid from the West, it will be branded as a "sinister" move.

One of the main criticisms of the black revolutionaries is that the lack of a political base is the major contributor to the failure of the black revolutionaries.
Frosty frolic

Curling away thoughts of spring breaks or the last hot game, 150 students took to the slopes near their home at the Iowa City campus, 30 miles Riverewa: field, during Saturday's snow storm. The fun was free, and if you don't mind snow in your boots, you've got more music to flip in the shop.

Engineers' plan won't hurt ISA

Book exchange to begin

By RICK BERS

Engineering students are considering an all-volume book exchange for second semester classes. The success of the ISA university-wide exchange doesn't mean this tech exchange will hurt ISA's sessions.

Sponsored by the institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, the student exchange is aimed to help students get rid of used books and will conclude four weeks after the beginning of second semester.

The IEEE is a professional organization with a student branch at the University of Iowa.

Not much luck

"We haven't had much luck with our faculty book exchange," said third year engineering student Donald R. Shandler. "We tried to get the local IEEE and manager of the ISA exchange to participate. It's easier to exchange the larger general course books in the regular faculty exchange but having a mini-campus, we think it would be a good idea to exchange books between fields because they have different background experiences.

"It's easier to exchange the larger general course books in the regular faculty exchange but having a mini-campus, we think it would be a good idea to exchange books between fields because they have different background experiences, and we think the student exchange could be a great idea for the future.

Proposals defeated by SPI board

Three proposals for change in the Student danced. The SPI charter was defeated by the board. Thursday night. SPI is the university's student governing body.

The proposal was an extension of the existing one that the student government has been working on for a long time. The proposal dealt with the issue of the student government's role in the university and the current organizational structure.

The board voted to continue the current student government organization, and the third proposal defeated would have had the faculty members appointed to the board. The president of the SPI charter would have had the final decision in all matters related to the organization.

The board decided to continue the current student government organization. The board's decision is based on the belief that the student government should be able to make decisions on its own and not be controlled by the administration.

Diamonds make a Christmas gift of love

In a world of rentable things, and disposable that, give a gift of love that lasts.

Ginsberg's jewelers

Small shopping center

Open weekdays til 9 p.m.

Photos by Jim Trumpp

"Job security" is the concern of SECO

The Staff Employees Collective Organization (SECO) has launched a drive to improve the working conditions of more than 500 administrative and professional people working at the University of Iowa, according to president of SECO, Alon. W. Logan.

The drive was launched in September. SECO is an independent, non-profit organization which represents the more than 5,000 non-faculty employees at the University of Iowa, one of the main concerns of the new project is the business college.

SECO can offer an employee job security and has the advice of its advisory committee. SECO is trying to improve the working conditions of more than 500 administrative and professional people working at the University of Iowa, according to president of SECO, Alon. W. Logan.

The employee organization is working in cooperation with a summer enrichment, with no grievances procedures and no elected officials involved.
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Swimming pool bond: consider the issues

There is no clear cut "yes" or "no" answer to the issue. In today's day and age hand bond to construct swimming pools at City and West High.

For instance, should swimming pools get this special top priority treatment over such other pressing priorities as upgrading older educational structures or increasing the number of instructors? One would think not.

Yet that is not all that must be considered. If the bond issue passes, many girls and boys (and others via rent) will receive a tax boost in the neighborhood of a penny a day. Proponents argue that this is a small price to pay for the community services swimming pools would provide.

The school board has laid plans to open up the new pools to general recreational use by the public—a concept which must be applauded. Should the bonds be approved, for example, the school board should consider having the pools open to the public sometimes, especially on weekends when the pools would be empty in the school system.

And the school board has stressed the need for better year-round swimming education and facilities for all public schools. Certainly many other high schools have been able to utilize pools for more than just sports—boating a tradition of combining water with books. Finally, if you ask a kid if she/he likes to have a pool in their school, they'll vividly respond yes—they think it's a plus to their school.

But bond proponents can reply that more language lawyers on a remodeled junior high or more teachers would be just as responsibly to the issues involved.

But don't forget the money—money is essential today's on which college towns fought against the priority treatment over such other pressing issues.
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Grounds for a coffee boycott

Editor's note: The following letter was submitted by the Liberation News Agency from Roberts Hasting.

New York City—In the past few days the United Nations Security Council has been engaged in a debate over the withdrawal of the Portuguese colonial forces from Angola. Portugal's colonizers argue that this withdrawal would result in a loss of economic and social benefits. However, many African leaders and organizations, including the Angola National Congress and the African National Congress, oppose this withdrawal.

Col. Jean Paul Sartor, defense minister of the Spanish government, has demanded that the United Nations impose economic sanctions on Portugal in order to pressure it to cease colonial activities. Sartor believes that a boycott of Portuguese goods should be initiated to force Portugal to withdraw its troops.

The letter writer, who is a member of the Angola National Congress, states that the Portuguese colonial forces should be expelled from Angola. He argues that the Portuguese have exploited Angola's resources and have oppressed its people for many years. He also criticizes the United Nations for its failure to take effective action to end colonialism.

The letter writer calls on the United Nations to support the demands of the Angola National Congress and to take concrete steps to end colonialism. He believes that a boycott of Portuguese goods is a necessary step in this process.

The letter writer concludes by expressing hope that the United Nations will take decisive action to end colonialism and to guarantee the freedom and independence of Angola and other colonial territories.

The letter writer's name, address, and other identifying information has been removed to protect their identity.
Students-run surplus store
Bivouac plans expansion

BY HEIDI HOLIDAY
Staff Writer

The Bivouac would be just
another store that happened to sell army
ware and other stuff if not for
what else the place boasts on its
second floor: two floors of
undergraduate history, and
ultrashort deadlines.

David Levin is a Phi Delta
Kappa philosophy major
operates the

United Parcel Service query

How can an individual person not send a package with
that shipping company? "There are no other ways to
send a package using UPS," said Paul Marcelli
from United Parcel Service, "and statutory laws
and regulations require you to go through
them to ship a package.

You can get your information by calling United Parcel
Service at their nearest package store for details and
limitations. The business itself is either picking up or
delivering the package, depending on the day, time,
and location. They will then transfer the package to
the nearest facility, where it will be processed,
"locking" it and preparing it for delivery.

These scripts are then
transcribed by a United Parcel
Service employee to ensure that
all the necessary information is
recorded and that the package
is delivered to the correct
destination.

The United Parcel Service
employee then informs the
sender of the
tracking number for
the package, which can be
checked at any time online or
by calling the company.

Survival Line
Discount coupon confusion

I 975 catalog from Team Electronics in the Hall that
brought a coupon for 40% off the regular price on

some single stereo units or preprogrammed tapes." I bought a
record player with the coupon, and it came out to a

lot less than the regular price. I did not

claim it to figure it all out, and found that the $80 I
paid for this was about $20 less than what the regular
price was. So it was to my advantage to use this

coupon was taken on the "tax free" day, as that was the only
time they were not charging any sales tax, and I

regularly discount their coupons, so wouldn't be able to
take

pay the sales tax on the

price.

You're right, added Angie Kaye, local Team Manager.
Claiming that last year he did participate in the offer at

French's, but they were taking the coupon off the

attatched list price, not the discount price, just as you

regularly discount their coupons, so wouldn't be able to
take the sales tax on the

price.

Bivouac

The Bivouac is the first store in Iowa City to

make the switch to selling surplus网站地图

merchandise, and it is on Quarry Road.

The merchandise for sale at the

Bivouac is different from other

surplus stores. Levin says, "We've tried to

keep our prices down on the

merchandise and keep the

quality material in our

inventory.

The Bivouac has a unique

selection of items, including

items like sleeping bags,

tents, and outdoor equipment.

The store is open from

9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through

Friday, and Saturday from 9 a.m.

to 3 p.m. The store

is open during the month of

December.

The store is located at

199 S. Gilbert

Road, Coralville

in the

University Center.
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By Tony Dean

Theatre may expect their...
Wrestlers enjoy weekend
Hawks crown 5...and cop 5 titles at Iowa Invite

GRANT WOOD and
MARVIN CONE
Artists of an Era

Hazel E. Brown
The Iowa State University Press, Ames

GRANT WOOD and MARVIN CONE Artists of an Era

A new hardbound book in time for Christmas.

The story of two young artists and a nurturing town is told in GRANT WOOD and MARVIN CONE Artists of an Era, written by Hazel E. Brown and published by the Iowa State University Press.

Hazel E. Brown
The Iowa State University Press, Ames

Hillman Greensburg Picture Plane

50% OFF

Wrapped in tissue paper and cellophane, this picture plane is an eye-catching gift for Christmas. It is a limited edition of 500 copies and comes in an attractive box. The plane is hand-painted and signed by the artist, making it a unique and collectible item.

SALE ENDS Friday

SEARS Heavy Duty Oil Filters
SAVE $11

40-MONTH GUARANTEE

SEARS BATTERY

100% Money Back Guarantee

Pltre to fit most American made cars, the "High Voltage" is the replacement battery for above average electrical systems. It provides high starting power for engine cranking in critical cold or hot weather.

SAVE $4.50

Regular 24.50

20% with TRADE-IN

Sears

Bicycle Repair

For Christmas, Forever.

A HAWKEYE YEARBOOK

1969-70

5 DAYS ONLY

BATTERY CARRIER

For replacement pole

Gr8 replacement pole

Radius 5 ft. 6 in.

$12.95

Northpoint

18-Month

Guaranteed

Voltage

	SEARS Heavy Duty Oil Filters

Regular 1.99

$1.11 each

Regular 8.99

1 each
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on the corner of Clinton and Iowa
Indiania, Minnesota, and Iowa remain undefeated

By The Associated Press

The Hawkeyes are taking over.
That's the way it's been in the Big Ten basketball era.
Saturday's upset was by far the biggest in the
conference history, and will be followed by
conference championships.
The Hawks' first half was
The Associated Press

The Hawks are coming of a
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The Associate...
Pack rolls 23-7, wins Central title

**Victory Lane**

Green Bay running back Mark Fleck ran 30 yards for a first-quarter touchdown to give the Packers a 7-0 lead over Chicago. The Packers took advantage of 173 total yards in offense, including 114 rushing yards, to win the game. Fleck finished with 211 total yards, including 158 rushing yards.

**NEMOS BACK FROM MEXICO**

Here to serve you with new merchandise from Peru, Italy, Iran, India, Egypt, California and other foreign places.

**NEMOS BACK FROM MEXICO**

Here to serve you with new merchandise from Peru, Italy, Iran, India, Egypt, California and other foreign places.

**GOOD LUCK ON YOUR TESTS!**

OPEN 2-9 PM. EVERYDAY.

**GIVE A YEAR FROM THE PASS FOR CHRISTMAS 1972 Hawkeyes**

Res. Price Clearance Price

$800 Only $300

Also: Vintage Hawkeyes

Collectors Items

**Give them at 111 Communications Center 8 a.m.-5 p.m.**

**Louisiana Tech romps; Tennessee bops Drake**

Louisiana Tech's second consecutive win was not out of two Western—Ohio State and Tennessee Tech with records in their respective conferences, but the Bulldogs did put it together to win the national championship. The Volunteers beat the Bulldogs in an overtime thriller.

**Want a lot of hard-nosed reporters?**

This isn't any dream job. The money isn't great—but we've got a $15 a month pool for all our reporters. The hours aren't great—if you're hard-nosed, it's just the right gig. Some of our reporters are the first to get out of the office and into the action. They can save the day with a story that you'd never think of writing. You'll be the one to keep the record of the who, what, when, where, and why of the story. And you'll be able to write your own stories, too. You'll be the one to keep the city, health, and social services on your toes. You can find out about the latest trend in the city. You'll be the one to keep the city, health, and social services on your toes. You can find out about the latest trend in the city. You'll be the one to keep the city, health, and social services on your toes.

**BLOOMINGTON, Ill. (AP)—The running of McClure Lane and Andy Robinson on Saturday night was a highly anticipated event for supporters of the Illinois High School League. The Lakesiders, who had defeated the Mustangs in the first round, won the game 36-0. The Lakesiders, who had defeated the Mustangs in the first round, won the game 36-0. The Lakesiders, who had defeated the Mustangs in the first round, won the game 36-0.

**ENGLAND (AP) — The Baltimore Orioles have won the World Series. They defeated the Los Angeles Dodgers in seven games to win their second World Series title. The Orioles have won the World Series twice, and they are hoping for more.

**BUFFALO (AP) — Quarterback Greg Gourlie of the University of Nebraska, who was a starter against the Los Angeles Rams Sunday, passed for 19 yards and set up another with a 49-yard pass play to lead the St. Louis Cardinals into the playoffs 20-14 in the National Football League.

**SOUTH DAKOTA (AP) — The University of South Dakota, who had defeated the University of Nebraska in the first round, won the game 24-7. The University of South Dakota has won the playoffs twice, and they are hoping for more.

**Philadelphia (AP) — The University of Pennsylvania has won the World Series. They defeated the University of Michigan in six games to win their second World Series title. The University of Pennsylvania has won the World Series twice, and they are hoping for more.

**BUFFALO (AP) — Quarterback Greg Gourlie of the University of Nebraska, who was a starter against the Los Angeles Rams Sunday, passed for 19 yards and set up another with a 49-yard pass play to lead the St. Louis Cardinals into the playoffs 20-14 in the National Football League.
Cycles

PIONEER CHAIN. 5000 West Main, St. Charles, 354-2351.

House for Sale

6 ROOMS, 2 BATHROOMS, 2 KITCHENS, etc. 1319 East St., Clinton.

Travel


Auto-Domestic

Holiday Gifting

Christmas Decorations. BYAP, 2110 NW 10th, 337-4041.

Auto-Foreign


Roommate

HOMELY, 42° 54' N. 93° 34' W. 2 bedroom unfurnished.

Who Does It?

C.I.C.I. (Community Institute for Cultural Integration), 1234 Main St., Clinton.

Antiques

EXTREME, 2640 NE 3rd, 338-0455.

Musical Instruments

Home Improvement

AVAYA for Youthful, 4020 33rd St., 338-0568.

Pets

Funeral Home, 338-5430.

Wanted

WANTED TO BUY Xmas. 338-6507.

Wants


Lost and Found

Help Wanted

WASHINGTON APARTMENT. 338-6969.

WANT AD RATES

CLASSIFIEDS...

Bring

Fast Results!

PEGASUS, INC.
The Photography Firm
Call 338-6969

Daily

Thieves' Market Phone 337-2223

INSURANCE

The best no longer costs more

The GOLDS CROWN—Smaller model Brunswick used by experts in U.S.O.P.E.N.

Second floor over Airliner and Mulberry Bush
Open from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday.

—NEEDED—

EARLY MORNING RISERS TO DELIVER THE DAILY IOWAN

* Dewey—St. Clements—N. Dodge

* S. Clinton—J. Dubuque—Kirkwood Area

5 days weekly

Must be finished by 7:30 a.m.

About 1 hour fresh morning air

$5 weekly

Apply at the Circulation Department
111 Communications Center
Or Phone 353-6203

UnBank

Your income makes a lot of sense.
"Bank With Young Ideas"
Ceravolo & N. Liberty

DAILY IOWAN

WANT ADS
Byrd/Scruggs/Cody: good idea that failed

By Dave Belland

Folk-rockers Earl Scruggs and Bobby Bare warmed up last night at the Fieldhouse for their latest album, Commander Cody and his Lost Planet Ayrom, among the hotter bands in the country music scene.

Concert Review

Earl Scruggs got off to a flying start with "Rocking It Out". The song's upbeat tempo and Scruggs' now-famous banjo playing set the stage for the rest of the show. Bobby Bare led into "Take Me Home, Country Roads" with his warm, smooth voice, capturing the crowd's attention.

Despite the high-energy performance, some fans expressed disappointment. One attendee commented, "I was excited to see Scruggs and Bare, but the music just didn't click for me. It was a good idea that didn't quite work out as expected."

Earl & family

Photo by Tappy Phillips

RECEIVE
5% INTEREST
PLUS COMPLIMENTARY
Holiday Candles

Join Perpetual Savings' 1973 Christmas Club

Save $1 or more, every week, for 30 weeks. Next November, receive a check for $30, $100, $150 or more, depending upon the Club account you choose.

Your own Christmas Club coupon book will remind you to save regularly, tell which payment you made. Next Christmas, gift buying will be more fun and merrier than ever...and bill-paying time will be a pleasure.

We'll add interest at our passbook rate of 5 percent yearly, which payment is enough, perhaps, to buy an extra gift for someone special.

Open your Christmas Club account now and take home a pair of Bayberry scented, holiday candles. Your own Christmas Club account now and take home a pair of Bayberry scented, holiday candles. With payment, the candles are free. They were a good idea that failed to work out as expected.